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CREATIVITY PROMPTS 
Ideas to spark your imagination 

OBJECTS & OBSERVATION 

An object floating in water 

Objects that are all the same colour 

Your favourite toy or stuffed animal 

Shiny or metallic objects  

A dark object in a light environment 

Look out a window. What do you see? 

A light object in a dark environment 

The same object from 3 different angles 

Create a detailed drawing of a chair 

Your favourite pair of shoes 

Your favourite sentimental object 

An object melting 

Draw the same object 10 times, 10 ways 

The items under your bed/in a junk drawer 

FOOD 

Your favourite food 

Your favourite foods all on one plate 

Your favourite fruit 

Your favourite vegetable 

Your favourite dessert 

A pizza with the weirdest toppings  

Your least favourite food 

A food you’ve never tried before 

Ingredients from your favourite  

recipe 

Design your own restaurant with a menu 

Design your dream birthday cake 

Ice-cream sundae with all of the  

toppings 

Foods that are all the same colour 

Everything you eat in a day 
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ANIMALS 

An animal playing a musical  

instrument 

Your favourite animal 

An animals point of view 

An animal taking a bath 

An animal taking you on a walk 

A hybrid of 2 or more animals 

An animal eating a pizza 

An animal riding a skateboard 

The most terrifying animal  

The most adorable animal  

An animal in a Halloween costume 

Create a creature from another  

planet 

An animal with a moustache 

An animal with a silly hairstyle  

PEOPLE & PORTRAITS 

Your family/friends with the things that are 

important to them 

A portrait of yourself in 25 or 50 years 

A portrait of yourself with someone you 

love/admire/look up to 

A portrait of yourself in your favourite place 

A portrait of yourself as a superhero 

A portrait of your favourite teacher 

A portrait of your favourite artist 

Draw a crowd of people at a concert 

A beach filled with people 

A portrait of someone you know 

A portrait of someone you’ve  

never met 

Draw a portrait of yourself in a place you 

want to travel/have never been  

People rowing a boat together 

People playing a sport together 
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IMAGINATION 

Design a useful new invention 

Imagine travelling to another period of 

time. What do you see? 

A portrait of yourself in an imagined or 

make-believe environment 

A portrait of yourself as a character from 

your  favourite book/movie/TV show 

Listen to your favourite song. What does it 

look like? What colours do you hear? 

You’ve swapped bodies with someone/

something else 

You’ve come across a magic mirror.  

What do you see? 

You’ve discovered life on Mars 

You’ve discovered a mysterious doorway/

staircase. Where does it lead? 

Design a new form of transportation 

Design your dream house/bedroom 

Create a character made out of your art 

supplies or tools 

Design a new logo 

An underwater city 

IDENTITY 

Who am I? 

How am I? 

What am I? 

When I was younger 

When I grow up 

My biggest fear 

My journey 

My favourite personality trait 

What makes me happiest 

When I’m alone 

My biggest dream 

Someday I will 

My favourite activity 

How others see me 
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CREATIVITY PROMPTS 

ACTIONS 

Gardening Laughing Throwing Exercising 

Balancing Jumping Singing Cooking 

Running Falling  Knitting Crawling 

Juggling Talking Sneaking Skipping 

High-Fiving Swimming Driving Posing 

Stargazing Dancing Whispering Catching 

Reading Crying Balancing Hula-Hooping 
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